
September 17, 2008 Distributed to WCS Committee in person, via email.
Use of MatchingGrants.com website - Policies, Help, FAQ, forms, etc.

Good news!  District 5100 is moving the project lists and administration of Rotary Matching Grants to
www.MatchingGrants.org, an international website developed by PDG Philippe Lamoise.  This move was
initiated by members of the D5100 WCS Committee, had the guidance and support of District leadership, and is
the result of a multi-month investigation and evaluation of several alternative methods for handling matching
grants.  We are the third Rotary District to make this site the primary source for information and management of
Rotary matching grants, and we think more will follow. Indeed, webmaster Philippe is negotiating with the WCS
director of TRF for direct electronic linkage.  Immediately, we think this move will eventually bring these
benefits:
C provide instant updates on all projects and their info (once posted, it's live)

C real time "data management" of projects like this is not available anywhere else
C track past and current WCS matching grant projects, and provide better statistical info
C provide reports for DRFC, GSC, DG, WCS Chair, and others, any time, showing the status of each project
C send automated email reminders for key next steps, e.g. it’s been 2 months since Pending Approval, or a

Final Report is due
C in a single place and using a common procedure, all clubs that seek Rotary MG’s will enter data and track

project approval (up-to-date and accurate data)
C there will be international exposure of our projects to multiple districts and clubs around the world, who may

participate in our projects - and we can see their projects on the same website, facilitating adoption and
multi-club / multi-district cooperation (we already had a new project pick up a $5000 donation from a Club in
California)

C track each significant date in the life of a project, and participants can leave/share notes about the history or
stages of the project as it develops

C in the future it may be possible to submit MG apps to TRF in fully electronic form (this may depend on more
connections with TRF staff) - avoiding faxing, reducing the number of emails, and the risk of "lost papers"

C better backup and redundancy in case of computer failure, or webmaster illness

There will be some new conditions for clubs to obtain Rotary Matching Grants:
1. D5100 requires each club that wishes to participate in the Rotary Foundation Matching Grant program to

post their project and keep current data on this MG website:
a. Note: this applies to traditional and competitive Matching Grants; it does not apply to DSG’s, 3H grants,

VSG’s and other Rotary grant programs; some of these may be included in the future.
2. While most steps from preparing the application to completion are reported by the project leader, either in a

D5100 club or the club in the Host District, two stages of a project may only be achieved by the DRFC (or
DG or DGSC; they will decide which) - only he/she can "push the button" for:
a. Applied For (meaning DDF is approved and allocated, and the grant has been sent to TRF)
b. Approval (meaning TRF has approved the matching grant application)

As each of us gets acquainted with the new system, here are some basic helps:
C browse different pages at www.MatchingGrants.org - to get used to the screens, and navigate
C see FAQ’s at www.matchinggrants.org/faq.html
C how to fill out “paperwork” for MG’s at www.matchinggrants.org/paperwork.html
C see Quick Tips at www.matchinggrants.org/quicktips.html on such topics as:

C making updates, using passwords, the yearly cycle (and how to carry a project into next Rotary year)
C To find a project, go to the Main List and browse; or Search; searches can be by District, or the entire

database; they can be narrowed by world region, or country, project year, what the status is for a project, or
the type of project.  Searches can also be narrowed by words or phrases in the project description.

C You can open a project in this database by “Submit Project”; or
C Pledge Support for a project (be sure you have club approval, as you’re giving your word to support it)
C If you make a mistake, want to delete your work, or change a status back, you can write Philippe at

Admin@MatchingGrants.org and he can assist you.
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